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Dreamet’s technology modifies the metal from the inside 

to create decorations, graphics and effects, obtaining a pure metal 

surface, improved in its technical and aesthetical qualities.

In fact, the result is the outcome of  engineering, technology 

and innovation blend with tradition, in order to create unique 

Made in Italy metal surfaces.

Possible applications:Possible applications:
-ARCHITECTURE
-FACADES
-FLOORING
-COVERINGS

-INTERIOR DESIGN
-RENOVATION
-OBJECTS-OBJECTS
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Dreamet’s project stems from material engineering and is the result of over a decade 

of research, experimentation and application of innovative and ecological technologies 

for metal decorations. The company, founded in 2019, develops in the territory of 

Modena, driven by the desire to bring added value to the design industry. In fact, 

Dreamet‘s company philosophy is based on the principles of sustainability, ecology, 

recycle and quality. Dreeamet deals with the decoration of metal surfaces (sheets, 

meshes, coils, fabrics...) by using patented processes and techniques, not only meshes, coils, fabrics...) by using patented processes and techniques, not only 

innovative but above all aimetd at supporting the circular economy. In fact, 

Dreamet’s method does not use acids, inks, lasers and it does not resort to engravings. 

The metal remains pure. since the modifications take place internally: Dreamet’s 

technology acts by modifying the crystallographic structure, thereby increasing 

the material’s resistance.



Dreamet’s aim is to realize a Made in Italy product, 

which is technologically advanced, has a low ecological impact, 

and mantains its thecnical ad aesthetic qualities over time.

Dreamet’s focus is on the protection of the envirnnment and

the realization of sustainable projects. focused on the quality of

spaces. Dreamet invests in innovation and technology, combining

the experience gained over the years with a constant commitmentthe experience gained over the years with a constant commitment

to research and experimentation in the field of materials engineering.



The innovative treatment on metal surfaces does not require the use of acids, lasers, screen 
printing, prints, nor polluting techniques.

100% of the energy needed is produced by photovoltaic panels and the raw materials come 
from certified sources.

We use and decorate pure metallic surfaces.
By not applying anything to the metal, 100% recyclability of the material is guaranted.

Dreamet’s technology allows to create effects and decoration by modifying the metal from 
the inside, thereby improving its qualities. 



Dreamet’s entire production is sustainable; 

we do not use any external power supply because 

both the prodution processes and the office use 

exclusively energy coming from photovoltaic panels.
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Thanks to Dreamet’s technology it is possible to decorate all metal surfaces -  even silver and gold - and 
any substrate that has been metallized (chromed plastic, galvanized surfaces, etc.).
The "colors" that can be obtained are closely linked to the nature of the metal.

Dreamet works for client satisfaction: we can work on the material of the client himself, 
or by directly providing the desired material with the decoration.

Dreamet’s decorations are totally customizable and are designed according to the 
request of the clients, thus transforming their creativity into unique metal surfaces.request of the clients, thus transforming their creativity into unique metal surfaces.
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Dreamet designs and manufactures ventilated 

facade modules for residential, commercial and 

industrial construction.

The laying and anchoring systems are studied  

ad hoc according to the client's needs, making 

each project unique and inimitable!



The maximum dimensions for flat sheet are 1500x3000 mm. There are no minimum dimensions.

In continuous (e.g. metal mesh for facades), it is possible to operate on a 2 meters width for - virtually 

infinite length. There are no thickness limits: a 20 mm thick sheet can be decorated as well as thin coil 

(e.g. aluminum foil) or extremely thin metallic fabric.
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Dreamet’s finishes are tested and certified by

institutional (e.g. the University of Modena and 

Reggio Emilia) and private laboratories for: 

corrosion resistance, UV rays resistance and

outdoor durability. Resistance is guaranteed 

even when the material comes in contact with 

flames and burners, as well as in environments flames and burners, as well as in environments 

rich in chlorine.  



Thanks to Dreamet’s method, the metal is modified 

from its inside through a completely ecological 

technology; the finish is not subject to chemical 

processes: the material remains pure, hygienic 

and totally compliant with food regulations.

Dreamet’s technology is perfectly suited not only 

to large-scale projects, but also to interior design,  to large-scale projects, but also to interior design,  

furniture and objects for the caterings and 

food industry.  



Dreamet S.r.l

Via David Livingstone, 13, 41123 (MO) - Italy

Tel: +39 059 8777424 // +39 351 8666709

info@dreamet.it // www.dreamet.it
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